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I have been an ESEH member since 2003 and have recently served as a member of the
selection committee for the society’s Biannual Conference. My interest in EH arises
from my main research experience in maritime history, with a special focus on fisheries
and salt, in the Atlantic world of the early modern and modern age. In the last two
years especially, have been active in the creation of a Portuguese informal network of
environmental historians, also connected to the larger community of Portuguesespeaking environmental historians, co-organizing an international meeting in Coimbra
(march of 2012), whose proceedings I have also co-edited, and participating in a
number of EH initiatives in Lisbon, Porto, and Algarve. I have been especially active in
making connections between scholars in different disciplinary fields – rural history,
maritime history, economic history, climatology and geography – and the ESEH, so
contributing to the increased number of submissions from Portugal for the next ESEH
conference in Munich, and consequently to the increased number of ESEH members
from this country. I would be happy to serve as RR in order to help consolidate this
emerging Portuguese EH community.
Positions
Associate Professor with aggregation in Early and Modern History in the University of Porto, Portugal
Director of the Master Programme in History and Heritage, since 2007
Director of Faculty of Arts of the University of Porto in 2005-2006.
Researcher of the I&D CITCEM (Transdisciplinary Research Center on Culture, Space and Memory), UP.
Main research projects:
2012-2014 research member of Reconstruction and model simulations of past climate in Portugal using
documentary and early instrumental sources (17th-19h century),
2008-2005 Coordinator of the Project SAL(H)INA - Salt History - Nature and Environment - from XV to
XIXth ( FCT-POCTI/HAR/56381/2004), publishing the I Seminar on Portuguese Salt, Porto, IHM-UP, 2005
(which includes papers from Jean Claude Hocquet, Peter Emmer, Antonio Di Vittorio, Erik Lindberg, and
others)
2010-2007 – research member of PWR - Prices, Wages and Rents in Portugal 1500-1900/ Preços,
Salários e Rendas em Portugal 1500-1900 - PTDC/HAH/70938/2006, coordinator: Jaime Reis (ICS), FCT
2007-2005 - historical consultant for scientific support to the creation of interpretative centres and eco
museums, programme Interreg III B - Atlantic Area,
2006-2003 - Researcher in the project HISPORTOS - Contribution to the study of Portuguese ports in the
Northwest Early Modern History (POCTI/HAR/36417/2000).
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